> Existing Optimization Techniques
Inbound Adapter Q i : 
Problem of distinct messages in the batch
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MPO-P
 Maximize the message troughput under the restrictions of (1) Invoke (o9) [s3, in: msg5] > Optimization Problem Multi-Process Optimization Problem (MPO-P)  Maximize the message throughput with regard to a finite message subsequence M'. The optimization objective Φ is to minimize the total latency time:
with  There, two additional restrictions must hold:
1. Soft latency constraint lc*: w i t h 2. Serialized external behavior:
Temporal Aspects

> Waiting Time Computation
Cost Estimation  Batch size k' (independent from sel):
 For Invoke, Switch, Assign costs are independent of k':  For other operators costs increase linearly with k':
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